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Introduction

In this note a kahler manifold is always assumed to have a kahler

metric of C°°-class. The purpose of this note is to prove the following

Theorem. Let M be a kahler manifold 'with positive holomor-

phic bisectional curvature. Then every relatively compact pseudocon-

vex domain in M is Stew.

By definition, a kahler manifold with positive sectional curvature has

positive holomorphic bisectional curvature. So the following Corollary

is a direct consequence of Theorem:

Corollary. Let M be a kahler manifold 'with positive sectional

curvature. Then every relatively compact pseudoconvex domain in M

is Stein.

In O. Suzuki [3], the author proved that if M has a real analytic

kahler metric with positive holomorphic bisectional curvature, then every

relatively compact pseudoconvex domain in M is holomorphically convex.

After the completion of O. Suzuki [3], the paper of G. Elencwajg [1]

appeared. There he proved the same result as in O. Suzuki [3] in the

case of kahler metrics of C°°-class. Therefore we see that both results
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obtained in O.Suzuki [3] and G. Elencwajg [1] are included in our

Theorem.

The author would like to express his hearty thanks to Professors

S. Nakano, S. litaka and A. Takeuchi and Mr. T. Sasaki for their en-

couragements during the preparation of this paper.

§ 1. A Lemma on Kahler Metrics

Let U' be a domain on Cn. The Euclidian coordinates are denoted

by z1, z2, '-,zn. Suppose that a kahler metric is given by using a real

potential function ?F(0) of C°°-class on U' as follows:

Take a relatively compact domain U in U'. Following Whitney,

for any £i(£i>0) and for any non-negative integer aQ there exists a real

analytic function ¥™ on the closure U of U satisfying ||£>fl(?r(0)-3

for any multiorder a with \a <a0, where Da =

\a\=ai-\ +an and the norm || || means the supremum norm.

Choose a sequence of positive numbers {ev} with £y-^0 (y—>oo). Simi-

larly, we take a W™ for sv and (%Q and set

We may assume that ( l-2) ( t f ) gives a kahler metric for every v.

For two points p and q in M9 we denote its distance by d(p, q)

(resp. dv(p,q)) with respect to the metric (1-1) (resp. ( l -2) ( v )) . We

write Bd(p) = {q^M:d(p,q)<d}.

First we prove the following Lemma (compare with Lemma 2 in

A. Takeuchi [4]):

Lemma (l-3) (v ) . (i) For any point pQ^U, there exist positive

constants d, M0 and a neighborhood V of pQ such that the following
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holds for every v: For any point p in V and for any geodesic u~v

through p with respect to (l-2) ( v ) , there exist a neighborhood Uv of

p and a system of local coordinates zv
l, zv

2, • • • , zy
n at p on U, satisfying

the following (1) ~ (4) :

(1) o~v is expressed as Im ^ = 0, zv
z = Q, • • • , zv

n = 0,

(2) {| Re zv
l\ <d, Im z,l = 0, */ = 0, • • - , «/ =0} C Un

(3) The metric tensor 'with respect to zv\ zy
z, • • • , zv

n is expressed

as

2g%=dtJ + 2 £ X&KO) *,**,' + •",

(4) Le* (f>v:I8-^Uvbezv
1 = £9z^ = Q,'"9z

n = Q where I8={t^R:\t\

<S}. Then ||A*(g->«KM0 and \\Dt
a(g^ o 0V) ||̂ M0 /or a^a0,

'where (g^) denotes the inverse matrix of (0£/).

(ii) For (2;zv relatively comae t domain V in U, there exist posi-

tive constants d and MQ satisfying (1)~(4) for any point

Proof of (z) . We choose a neighborhood V of p0 so that there

exists a system of real analytic sections el9 ez, • • • , en on V of the holo-

morphic tangent bundle which are linearly independent at every point in

V. Making V smaller, we fix an orthonormal system e^v\ e2
(v\ • • • , en

M

with respect to ( l -2) ( v ) in the following manner:

where ak
M (7e = l, 2, • • • , / ) are determined by the condition (ek

(v\ ^ ( v ))v

= 5 f r fy (£,7 = 1, 2, • • • , z). Here ( , )„ denotes the inner product defined

by (1-2) ( J,). Also we define an orthonormal system e^Q\ £2
CO), • • • , ^n

(0) on

V with respect to (1-1) in the same manner. Let

e f ^ W - - a n d * ? > = A , 0 0 * - -

Then for any positive 8 we can find Vi such that

(1-3) ||^<0)*-A1
W*||K<£ (V^V:).

Take a point p^V and write zl(p)=zQ
L. After A. Takeuchi [4,

p. 327], we can choose local coordinates Zy1, zv
/z, •••,zv'

n at p by

*'-=„' = 2 rV (/>)*/* (7 = 1,2, -,n).
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Making V smaller, we may assume that these give local coordinates on

BS(P) with 8 independent of v. Choose a unitary matrix (<2/) and set

We shall choose positive constants 5, M0 independent of P and determine

{#ooy*}» ifto./fcz} so that w/, wv
2, • • - , wv

n are local coodinates on J55(^)

with the following properties:

(i • 4) 20ft =<?..,+ E 2£& (o) *>;&; + •-,
where Q^j denotes the metric tensor with respect to w^1, ?vv

2, • • • , wv
n,

(1-5) l$v),*I^M0 and |rto,«^M0.

By A. Takeuchi [4, (8), (9) in p. 328], we can choose {#,„*}, {r{v)/«}

satisfying (1-4). By the choices of W(v} and {$\V}jk} •> {Yl^jki}, we can

find MQ satisfying (1 • 5) . By this we can choose a required d. Making

MQ larger, from (1-3) and (1-5) we see that

(1-6) IIJWKnOKM, and \\D^I(wv}\\^M0 on Bt(f)

for \a\ <^<XQ and

Now we take a geodesic CTy through p. Choosing a suitable

we may assume that ^ satisfies

— nu
dsv dsv

-(0)=*«,,
ds.

where sv denotes the length of ffv and F}^1 denote the connection coeffi-

cients. The solution is denoted by tVv=<P»(s^) (2 = 1, 2, • • • , ?z). Setting

(Pv(-s^), we get the expression of 6V in the opposite direction. In what

follows, we assume that the parameter s» is extended to some interval

containing the origin. Then we can find a constant 5 inde-

pendent of v such that - - = ^ = 0 for \sv <(J. Let zv
l = sv+^ — 1 tv and

dsv

make a holomorphic extension cpv
l(zv

1} oi(p^(sv) on Uv
l= {zv

l:\ Re z»\
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| Im 2;,,1! <C£y}> where £„ is a positive constant. We may assume that <p»(Zv}

is a univalent function on U^. zy
1 = (t)y

1('Wi,
1) denotes the inverse of

^C2^1)- Define a new system of local coordinates zv
l, zv

2, • • • , zv
n on UV = UV

1

X{\z*\<8,-,\z™<d} by

By A. Takeuchi [4, p.332-333], the conditions (1), (2) and (3) are

satisfied. Taking acount that

dwv
k divj

dz< QZ J
\J£,V (J^v

* d-Wv
j _ -

- --j ,
asv asv

and by using (1 • 6) , we can easily see (4) .

The proof of (ii) is easily done by using (i) and the compactness

of V.

§ 2. Proof of Theorem

In this section, M is assumed to be a kahler manifold with positive

holomorphic bisectional curvature. Let D be a relatively compact domain

in M. We set

d(p) = inf d(p, q) and (p(p) = — log d(p) for p e D .
q<=9D

Also we set Dd= {q^D: d(q) <^8} . Then we have the following

Theorem (2- !)„ Let M be a kahler manifold ivith positive holo-

morphic bisectional curvature. For a compact set K there exists a

positive constant S such that the follozuing inequality holds for any

pseudoconvex domain D in K:

W((p) (/O^p/16 for p^D8,

tvhere W((p*) (p) means the minimum of the eigenvalues of the hessian

ofcp at p and p is the minimum of the holomorphic bisectional cur-

vature on K.

For the proof of Theorem (2-1), it is sufficient to show the following
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Lemma (2-2). In fact, replacing Lemma 5 in A. Takeuchi [4] by this

Lemma and using Lemma 6 in A. Takeuchi [4], we prove the assertion.

Let U' be a domain in Cn and consider a kahler metric (1-1) on [/'.

We fix a real analytic approximation of (1-1) as (1-2) (V) on U with

UC.U' '. Let D be an s-pseudoconvex domain V in U whose boundary is

of C°°-class. Take a relatively compact domain in U. Making S so small

that (1) d(p,Uc}>28 for p^V, where Uc means the complement of U

and (2) (ii) in (1 • 3) (v) holds for V. Then we have

Lemma (2*2). There exists a positive 8* such that W(cp)(p)

2^(0/16 for p^Vr\Ds^ where p is the infimum of the holomorphic

bi sectional curvature on U.

Proof. Choosing a0 sufficiently large, we may assume that the in-

fimum pv of the holomorphic bisectional curvature on U with respect to

( l - 2 ) f V ) satisfying pv^>p/2 for large v. Take a point p^ Vr\D9. Then

for every v, we can find a point qv^dD and a geodesic fiv between p

and qv which attains d(p) = d(p, qv) . For o~v choose a system of local

coordinates z,,1, zv
2

9 -",zv
n as in Lemma (l-3) ( y ) . Then by O. Suzuki [3],

where <p, (p) = — log d, (p) . The estimate of F, (p) can be done by using

the estimates of ||GfJ, ||G^/||, ||Gf/|| on 0^t<S which are denned by

where G^y, G^/, G£°/ are real analytic functions of ^ and ^, /, m are

non-negative integers less than 4. Making a0 large again, we can estimate

these functions by using M0 which is defined in (3),(i) in Lemma (l '3) (v ) .

Then we can find a positive constant M* which is determined only by

Mo satisfying \FV
M (p) \ <M+ for p£: V R A- Define d* =min(5, p/lGM^) .

Then we conclude that W((p} (P)l>p/l6 for peVnA,- By Theorem

(2-1), we obtain
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Theorem (2-3). Let M be a kdhler manifold zvith positive holo-

morphic bisectional curvature. Then M admits no exceptional ana-

lytic sets in the sense of H. Grauert [2].

Proof. Suppose that M admits an exceptional analytic set E. We

consider a connected component of E which is also denoted by the same

letter E. By H. Grauert [2], E has an s-pseudoconvex neighborhood

system {Ve(E)}. Then there exist a compact set K and £0 satisfying

Vs(E)C.K for £<£0. By Theorem (2-1), we choose d for K. Now

making £ smaller, we may assume that V e=(V e) t f . Then by Theorem

(2-1), W((p) (p) ^>p/16 on ye. Then (p is s-pseudoconvex on E. This

contradicts the existence of E.

Our Theorem stated in Introduction is nothing but the combination

of Theorem (2-1) with Theorem (2-3). Hereby we also complete the

proof of Theorem.
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